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Gene category testing Gene category testing 
methodsmethods

Test for Test for enrichmentenrichment of a known pathway, of a known pathway, 
gene ontology or other functional keyword gene ontology or other functional keyword 
among list of “significant” genes.among list of “significant” genes.
These techniques have been used in other These techniques have been used in other 
talks in the Info on Informatics seriestalks in the Info on Informatics series
The underlying principle is simple, and similar The underlying principle is simple, and similar 
techniques will become even more commontechniques will become even more common
We will refer generically to the keyword as a We will refer generically to the keyword as a 
categorycategory to which a gene may belongto which a gene may belong
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GOStatsGOStats, , GOMinerGOMiner, , GOSurferGOSurfer, GO Tree , GO Tree 
Machine are examples oriented to Gene Machine are examples oriented to Gene 
Ontology (see reference list), and several Ontology (see reference list), and several 
other software packages perform similar other software packages perform similar 
analysis (SAFE, EASE, GSEA).analysis (SAFE, EASE, GSEA).
Many Many commericalcommerical expression analysis expression analysis 
packages do some form of category packages do some form of category 
testing, and some packages are heavily testing, and some packages are heavily 
based on it (based on it (PathArtPathArt, Ingenuity)., Ingenuity).
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•We look at aggregate behavior within a category

•Hope to identify patterns, possibly moderate but consistent 
gene-specific effects

•Potentially reduce the number of hypothesis tests (10X or more)
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Pretty Pictures….

But what’s under the hood?

Make us feel like we 
understand….

http://www.ariadnegenomics.com
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““GeneGene--list” methodslist” methods
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treatment control

Gene 
Expression

Significant 
genes

Genes ranked by 
differential expression

(most significant to 
least significant)

Category A (signif?)
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Category C
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““GeneGene--list” methodslist” methods

Each category/pathway/keyword has an Each category/pathway/keyword has an 
associated enrichment passociated enrichment p--valuevalue
There are as many such pThere are as many such p--values as there are values as there are 
categoriescategories
The set of category pThe set of category p--values can be subjected to values can be subjected to 
standard conservative methods for controlling standard conservative methods for controlling 
error rates, provided they are true perror rates, provided they are true p--values.values.
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Why do we need new Why do we need new 
methods?methods?

Problem: we should use the positive Problem: we should use the positive 
correlation of categories to our advantage, correlation of categories to our advantage, 
reducing effective number of tests performed reducing effective number of tests performed 
Answer: if we use permutation of Answer: if we use permutation of 
arrays/samples and save our results, we can arrays/samples and save our results, we can 
appropriately account for the correlationappropriately account for the correlation
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Number of publications using category gene enrichment 
methods

All

Array/Sample 
permutation

Assume gene 
independence
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Why do we need new methods?Why do we need new methods?

Problem: the gene list size is arbitrary, and Problem: the gene list size is arbitrary, and 
doesn’t rank genes within the gene list.doesn’t rank genes within the gene list.
Answer: we can use an overall statistic for the Answer: we can use an overall statistic for the 
category that considers genecategory that considers gene--specific pspecific p--values values 
in a graded, continuous manner.  One approach in a graded, continuous manner.  One approach 
is based on the ranks of the pis based on the ranks of the p--values for the values for the 
genes within the category vs. the remaining genes within the category vs. the remaining 
genes (genes (WilcoxonWilcoxon statistic).statistic).
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treatment control

Gene 
Expression

Significant 
genes

Category A (signif)

We could count 
the number of 
genes within the 
category that 
appear within the 
significant gene 
list (Fisher’s test, 
Binomial 
proportions) Or we could 

look at the 
positions of 
all the red 
arrows, look 
for tendency 
of genes to 
rank highly 
(Wilcoxon
test)
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Why do we need new Why do we need new 
methods?methods?

Problem: standard “pProblem: standard “p--values” for values” for 
keyword/category enrichment can greatly keyword/category enrichment can greatly 
inflate false positives (Type I error)!inflate false positives (Type I error)!
First we need to understand why.  Genes that First we need to understand why.  Genes that 
are positively correlated within a category are positively correlated within a category 
tend to be either significant or not significant tend to be either significant or not significant 
togethertogether.  This adds extra variability to the .  This adds extra variability to the 
enrichment table, even under the null enrichment table, even under the null 
hypothesis.hypothesis.
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Two example datasets – internal gene correlation 
greatly inflates Type I error

Variability 
“inflation 
factor”

Variance 
inflation of 
overall 
category 
statistic
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Two example datasets – internal gene correlation 
greatly inflates Type I error
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Why is correlation a problem?Why is correlation a problem?

Gene 
Expression

Real data

Gene 
Expression

But might 
have been 
this…

Gene 
Expression

or this…

Highly correlated 
set of genes 
tracks together for 
reasons unrelated 
to experiment
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•We have documented that simple gene list methods 
(assuming independence of genes) can have overall false 
positive rates of 75% or more, even when applying 
Bonferroni correction to all categories

•Array permutation has no such inflation, and likely 
produces higher-quality category list.  Early examples:

Nat. Genet., 34, 267–273.

Proc. Natl Acad. Sci. USA, 98, 1124–1129.

SAFE

GSEA
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How does array permutation address this?How does array permutation address this?

Gene 
Expression

Real data

Gene 
Expression

Permutation 
2, etc…

Highly correlated 
set of genes 
tracks together 
under 
permutation, and 
appropriately 
reflected in 
permutation 
distribution

Gene 
Expression

Permutation 1

Columns are rearranged, so the computed 
statistics for each gene are different from the real 
data
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The SAFE procedureThe SAFE procedure
SSignificance ignificance AAnalysis of nalysis of FFunction and unction and EExpressionxpression

Barry, Nobel and Wright (2005) Barry, Nobel and Wright (2005) BioinformaticsBioinformatics, , 2121:1943:1943--1949.1949.

Extends the work from Extends the work from VirtanevaVirtaneva et al. (2001), which is et al. (2001), which is 
essentially the same as GSEA from essentially the same as GSEA from MoothaMootha et al. (2003).et al. (2003).
Define a Define a responseresponse vector of values associated with the vector of values associated with the 
arrays, such as disease status, survival, etc. arrays, such as disease status, survival, etc. 
Define a geneDefine a gene--specific specific locallocal statistic that compares gene statistic that compares gene 
expression to the response (e.g., expression to the response (e.g., tt--statistic)statistic)
Define a Define a globalglobal statistic that is sensitive to a category statistic that is sensitive to a category 
being generally more significant than other categories being generally more significant than other categories 
(e.g., the (e.g., the WilcoxonWilcoxon rankrank--sum statistic for the ranks of local sum statistic for the ranks of local 
statistics)statistics)
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The SAFE procedure, cont.The SAFE procedure, cont.
Define a Define a categorycategory matrix that indicates for each gene matrix that indicates for each gene ii
and each category and each category jj whether or not the gene belongs to whether or not the gene belongs to 
the category (1=yes, 0=no).the category (1=yes, 0=no).
The category matrix can consist of any attributes.  The category matrix can consist of any attributes.  
Choices may include KEGG pathways, GO, Choices may include KEGG pathways, GO, PfamPfam motifs, motifs, 
etc.etc.
Permute the response vector many times in order to Permute the response vector many times in order to 
obtain permutationobtain permutation--based based pp--values for each category values for each category 
individually, and to estimate the error rates associated individually, and to estimate the error rates associated 
with multiple category tests.with multiple category tests.
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Response vector

Gene expression 
matrix Category matrix

SAFE Input
Number of arrays

Number 
of genes

Number of 
categories
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SAFE plots show the empirical cumulative distribution function of the 
ranks of the local statistics within the category.  Departures from the unit 
line are of interest.  A survival analysis example is given below for n=125 
adenocarcinomas, with the scaled Cox regression coefficient as the local 
statistic.

Category 
p-value

Genes in 
category

Shading 
indicates 
individually 
significant 
genes
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SAFE output of significant categories, Bhattacharjee
data.

Category size False Discovery
Rate – accounts
for number of 
categories 
tested
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Current work and future directions for Current work and future directions for 
array permutation proceduresarray permutation procedures

Bootstrapping (different from permutation) Bootstrapping (different from permutation) 
turns out to be more powerful when many turns out to be more powerful when many 
genes are differentially expressed by genes are differentially expressed by 
treatment conditiontreatment condition
Working on more userWorking on more user--friendly graphics friendly graphics 
toolstools
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Extensions to identifying known transcription factor motifs Extensions to identifying known transcription factor motifs 
associated with response.  Here the “category” is a probabilistiassociated with response.  Here the “category” is a probabilistic score c score 
from 0 to 1 for all genes, representing likelihood of containingfrom 0 to 1 for all genes, representing likelihood of containing the the 
motif.motif.
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Toxicity case studies of SAFE category Toxicity case studies of SAFE category 
analysis using the SAFE package in Ranalysis using the SAFE package in R

We mainly apply GO, KEGG and We mainly apply GO, KEGG and PfamPfam
annotation, because these are available in annotation, because these are available in 
R for major array platformsR for major array platforms
Results are still being interpreted, biology Results are still being interpreted, biology 
always takes some thoughtalways takes some thought
But But –– with lower error rates we hopefully with lower error rates we hopefully 
have saved some have saved some postdocspostdocs from from 
unnecessary unnecessary followupfollowup of false leads!of false leads!
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Purpose of the AnalysisPurpose of the Analysis: : 

To find significant pathway categories in a doseTo find significant pathway categories in a dose--
response studyresponse study

Data SourceData Source: Kevin Crofton and Josh : Kevin Crofton and Josh HarrillHarrill

MicroarrayMicroarray: : AffymetrixAffymetrix Rat Genome 230 2.0 ArrayRat Genome 230 2.0 Array

ChemicalsChemicals: : DeltamethrinDeltamethrin and and PermethrinPermethrin

PermethrinPermethrin: Vehicle Controls, 1.0 mg/kg, 10.0 mg/kg  and 100.0mg/kg: Vehicle Controls, 1.0 mg/kg, 10.0 mg/kg  and 100.0mg/kg

DeltamethrinDeltamethrin: Vehicle Controls, 0.3 mg/kg, 1.0 mg/kg  and 3.0 mg/kg : Vehicle Controls, 0.3 mg/kg, 1.0 mg/kg  and 3.0 mg/kg 
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Local Statistics: t Statistics 
Simple linear regression for dose response

(computationally efficient)
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Global Statistics: Two Sample Binomial Proportion Test

1 1 2 2
1 2

1 2

ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ(1 ) (1 )ˆ ˆ( ) / p p p pz p p
n n
− −

= − +

Aim: to measure the difference between the local statistics in a category 
and the local statistics in the complement of that category

1p̂ : the proportion of significantly expressed genes in a category

2p̂ the proportion of significantly expressed genes in the complement
of that category
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0.0928560.0928560.00240.00241212Phenylalanine, tyrosine and Phenylalanine, tyrosine and tryptophantryptophan biosynthesisbiosynthesis
KEGG:0040KEGG:0040
00

0.0404530.0404537.00E7.00E--04047373GlycerophospholipidGlycerophospholipid metabolismmetabolism
KEGG:0056KEGG:0056
44

Adj.pvalueAdj.pvalueEmp.pvalueEmp.pvalueSizeSizeTermTermCategoriesCategories

DELTAMETHRINDELTAMETHRIN

0.0500240.0500241.00E1.00E--040499SproutySprouty protein (Spry)protein (Spry)
PFAM:0521PFAM:0521
00

0.0931490.0931490.0010.0013232regulation of regulation of monocytemonocyte differentiationdifferentiationGO:0045655GO:0045655

0.0553970.0553975.00E5.00E--04044949embryonic pattern specificationembryonic pattern specificationGO:0009880GO:0009880

0.0406010.0406013.00E3.00E--04043131patterning of blood vesselspatterning of blood vesselsGO:0001569GO:0001569

0.034930.034932.00E2.00E--04046767morphogenesis of a branching structuremorphogenesis of a branching structureGO:0001763GO:0001763

0.034930.034932.00E2.00E--04046666branching morphogenesis of a tubebranching morphogenesis of a tubeGO:0048754GO:0048754

Adj.pvalueAdj.pvalueEmp.pvalueEmp.pvalueSizeSizeTermTermCategoriesCategories

PERMETHRIN:PERMETHRIN:

Significant Categories Identified by SAFE
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GO BP (Biological Process) “Interesting” Categories
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GO:0048754

GO:0001763

GO:0001569

GO:0009880

GO:0045655

GO:0001525

GO:0007389GO:0009653 GO:0009790

GO:0030224

GO:0035239

GO:0045637

GO:0007275

GO:0030099

GO:0035295

GO:0045595

GO:0048514

GO:0001568

GO:0008150

GO:0009887

GO:0030097

GO:0030154 GO:0050793 GO:0050794

GO:0001944

GO:0009987

GO:0048513

GO:0048534

GO:0050789

Blue: Adj.Pvalue<0.1

GO BP (Biological Process) “Interesting” Categories
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KEGG:00564 consists of 73 genes

Upregulated Genes
-----------------

Local.Stat Emp.pvalue
1371363_at        5.640      2e-04
1369560_at        4.550      2e-04
1368891_at        3.113     0.0039
1387265_at        2.295     0.0269
1382772_at        1.962     0.0588
1370385_at        1.614     0.1133
1374109_at        1.347     0.1809

.

.
Downregulated Genes
-------------------

Local.Stat Emp.pvalue
1370530_a_at     -2.861     0.0083
1372452_at       -2.288     0.0283
1382986_at       -1.930     0.0592
1385209_at       -1.831     0.0753
1377398_at       -1.654     0.1039
1396648_at       -1.637     0.1051
1369758_at       -1.626     0.1105

.

.
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KEGG:00564 consists of 73 genes
Upregulated Genes
-----------------

Local.Stat Emp.pvalue
1371363_at        5.640      2e-04
1369560_at        4.550      2e-04
1368891_at        3.113     0.0039
1387265_at        2.295     0.0269
1382772_at        1.962     0.0588
1370385_at        1.614     0.1133
1374109_at        1.347     0.1809

.

.
Downregulated Genes
-------------------

Local.Stat Emp.pvalue
1370530_a_at     -2.861     0.0083
1372452_at       -2.288     0.0283
1382986_at       -1.930     0.0592
1385209_at       -1.831     0.0753
1377398_at       -1.654     0.1039
1396648_at       -1.637     0.1051
1369758_at       -1.626     0.1105

.

.
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Genes in
Category

Shading 
indicates
individually 
significant
genes

Category
P-value
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0.00870.00870.00170.0017Organic Anion Transporter Polypeptide (OATP) familyOrganic Anion Transporter Polypeptide (OATP) familyPFAM:03137PFAM:03137

0.00010.00010.04010.0401SproutySprouty protein (Spry)protein (Spry)PFAM:05210 PFAM:05210 

PermEmp.pvaluePermEmp.pvalueDLTEmp.pvalueDLTEmp.pvalueTermsTermsCategoryCategory

PFAM: PFAM: 

0.03480.03480.00260.0026transition metal ion transporter activitytransition metal ion transporter activityGO:0046915 GO:0046915 

PermEmp.pvaluePermEmp.pvalueDLTEmp.pvalueDLTEmp.pvalueTermsTermsCategoryCategory

GOMFGOMF

0.01460.01460.00530.0053calciumcalcium-- and and calmodulincalmodulin--dependent protein dependent protein kinasekinase complexcomplexGO:0005954GO:0005954

PermEmp.pvaluePermEmp.pvalueDLTEmp.pvalueDLTEmp.pvalueTermsTermsCategoryCategory

GOCCGOCC

0.00670.00670.01050.0105mesoderm developmentmesoderm developmentGO:0007498GO:0007498

0.01250.01250.00510.0051monocarboxylicmonocarboxylic acid transportacid transportGO:0015718GO:0015718

5.00E5.00E--04040.12590.1259embryonic pattern specificationembryonic pattern specificationGO:0009880GO:0009880

0.00250.00250.01750.0175negative regulation of cell adhesionnegative regulation of cell adhesionGO:0007162GO:0007162

3.00E3.00E--04040.06610.0661patterning of blood vesselspatterning of blood vesselsGO:0001569GO:0001569

2.00E2.00E--04040.01720.0172morphogenesis of a branching structuremorphogenesis of a branching structureGO:0001763GO:0001763

2.00E2.00E--04040.01710.0171branching morphogenesis of a tubebranching morphogenesis of a tubeGO:0048754GO:0048754

PermEmp.pvaluePermEmp.pvalueDLTEmp.pvalueDLTEmp.pvalueTermsTermsCategoryCategory

GOBP GOBP 

Categories with Small p-values for Both Permethrin and Deltamethrin
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Purpose of the Analysis: 

To find significant pathway categories in treatment (dosed) vs control 
studies. 

Data Source: ToxCast Data

Microarray: Affymetrix Rat Genome 230 2.0 Array
Affymetrix Human 133 Plus 2 Array

Control: Vehicle Controls

Treatment: propioconazole 100 uM (rat), propioconazole 100 uM
(human), triadimefon 100 uM (rat), monoethylhexly
pthalate 100 uM (rat). 

A Peek at SAFE in 
ToxCast Data Analysis
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Local Statistics: Local Statistics: LimmaLimma moderated tmoderated t––statisticsstatistics

Why Limma moderated t-statistics?

To improve power in small sample sizes by 
borrowing information across genes. 

Data Sample size:  3 arrays per condition for rat and 4 for human

In vitro study: 

rat 1 rat 3rat 2

g
g

g

M
t

s
n

=
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ToxCastToxCast SAFE AnalysisSAFE Analysis

Taste transductionTaste transduction0.0610667190.061066719KEGG04742 KEGG04742 

2,42,4--Dichlorobenzoate degradationDichlorobenzoate degradation0.0121745540.012174554KEGG00623 KEGG00623 

AminoacylAminoacyl--tRNAtRNA biosynthesisbiosynthesis0.0036877880.003687788KEGG00970 KEGG00970 

GlycosphingolipidGlycosphingolipid biosynthesis biosynthesis -- lactoserieslactoseries0.0036877880.003687788KEGG00601KEGG00601

NameNameAdj.PAdj.P--valuevalueCategoryCategory

propioconazolepropioconazole 100 100 uM(ratuM(rat))

Circadian rhythmCircadian rhythm0.0836057560.083605756KEGG04710KEGG04710

PyrimidinePyrimidine metabolismmetabolism0.0748355960.074835596KEGG00240KEGG00240

Fructose and mannose metabolismFructose and mannose metabolism0.0748355960.074835596KEGG00051KEGG00051

GalactoseGalactose metabolismmetabolism0.0590457950.059045795KEGG00052KEGG00052

DNA polymeraseDNA polymerase0.0400369110.040036911KEGG03030KEGG03030

RibosomeRibosome0.0400369110.040036911KEGG03010KEGG03010

GlycosphingolipidGlycosphingolipid biosynthesis biosynthesis -- lactoserieslactoseries0.0400369110.040036911KEGG00601KEGG00601

Streptomycin biosynthesisStreptomycin biosynthesis0.0400369110.040036911KEGG00521KEGG00521

AminophosphonateAminophosphonate metabolismmetabolism0.0400369110.040036911KEGG00440KEGG00440

ATP synthesisATP synthesis0.0400369110.040036911KEGG00193KEGG00193

Oxidative Oxidative phosphorylationphosphorylation0.0400369110.040036911KEGG00190KEGG00190

GlycerophospholipidGlycerophospholipid metabolismmetabolism0.0400369110.040036911KEGG00564KEGG00564

NameNameAdj.PAdj.P--valuevalueCategoryCategory

propioconazolepropioconazole 100 100 uMuM (rat) (rat) 
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ToxCastToxCast SAFE AnalysisSAFE Analysis

DNA polymeraseDNA polymerase0.043514460.04351446KEGG03030  KEGG03030  

Citrate cycle (TCA cycle)Citrate cycle (TCA cycle)0.043514460.04351446KEGG00020KEGG00020

NameNameAdj.PAdj.P--valuevalueCategoryCategory

monoethylhexlymonoethylhexly pthalatepthalate 100 100 uMuM (rat)(rat)

GlycosaminoglycanGlycosaminoglycan degradationdegradation0.083993370.08399337KEGG00531KEGG00531

GlycosphingolipidGlycosphingolipid biosynthesis biosynthesis -- lactoserieslactoseries0.06984510.0698451KEGG00601KEGG00601

HeparanHeparan sulfate biosynthesissulfate biosynthesis0.06984510.0698451KEGG00534KEGG00534

Neurodegenerative DisordersNeurodegenerative Disorders0.031171540.03117154KEGG01510KEGG01510

PrionPrion diseasedisease0.006884860.00688486KEGG05060KEGG05060

RNA polymeraseRNA polymerase0.006884860.00688486KEGG03020KEGG03020

RibosomeRibosome0.006884860.00688486KEGG03010KEGG03010

AminoacylAminoacyl--tRNAtRNA biosynthesisbiosynthesis0.006884860.00688486KEGG00970KEGG00970

KeratanKeratan sulfate biosynthesissulfate biosynthesis0.006884860.00688486KEGG00533KEGG00533

ChondroitinChondroitin sulfate biosynthesissulfate biosynthesis0.006884860.00688486KEGG00532KEGG00532

Oxidative Oxidative phosphorylationphosphorylation0.006884860.00688486KEGG00190KEGG00190

Biosynthesis of steroidsBiosynthesis of steroids0.006884860.00688486KEGG00100KEGG00100

NameNameAdj.PAdj.P--valuevalueCategoryCategory

triadimefontriadimefon 100 100 uMuM (rat) (rat) 
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